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Abstract: Sentiment analysis is application of natural language processing for understanding the opinions or views of public on various topics. This is also popularly known as opinion mining, the system collects, analyses and examines the sentiments present in the form of tweets. Our proposed model extracts the sentiment of the tweets and classifies them using CNN-BiLSTM which is a technique of deep learning and uses Word2Vec as word embedding layer. The Sentiment140 dataset is generated from Twitter API which consists 1.6 million tweets. BiLSTM cell state based on memory is used for tweets classification Sentiments are published on Social media in the form of texts for expressing social support, happiness, anger, friendship etc. Using deep learning approach, we will be classifying the tweets as positive or negative. CNN-BiLSTM is an effective technique as compared to others like SVM, Naive Bayes Classifier and CNN.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing popularity of social media in the recent years, people are attracted towards the social networking sites like Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, Facebook, etc. Thus, performance of sentiment analysis tools has become increasingly critical to investigate the methods that recognize positive and negative sentiments in textual data. This is used in fields like, opinion trends, business intelligence, recommendation system, customer feedback, message filtering. Sentiment analysis is used to analyze user opinioned tweets because they give useful information such as response for specific product, opinion for candidates, user intent etc. Conventional methods in its early phase sentiment classification have been extensively performed with Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression, bag-of-words model using TF – IDF which usually need well explained features but in case of social media, the content is of short length and belongs to diversified topics, which makes it difficult to extract useful features for classification and thus, in this paper we will be performing Sentiment Analysis on Twitter data using deep learning techniques. The focus here is to determine whether the opinion of the tweet is “positive” or “negative” with Neural Networks classification, this could be beneficial for anyone who wants analysis of the overall sentiment of tweets at a glance which target a specific product, company, organization, or other entity. Additionally, our study also involves prediction of “words similar” to the mentioned keyword.

We propose two different Neural Network models to solve this problem, our approach focuses on, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a deep neural network (BiLSTM) that memorizes past and future experiences and learn features to extract high level features of text, while Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory Neural Networks (BiLSTM) a subtype of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) which processes the layers recurrently in sequential data and capture long term dependency which helps to understand the context.

Thus, combination of these methods is used to develop new hybrid techniques which are used for future research. Therefore, in this paper we will be using a hybrid model CNN-BiLSTM to classify the tweets and compare the accuracy with the other conventional techniques. The paper is structured as: Section 2 Related work, Section3 Dataset, Section 4 Methodology, Section 5 Implementation, Section 6 Conclusion.

2. Related Work

Sentiment analysis is the procedure of analysis of the text at different levels. In the last years, there has been various studies and researches on Sentiment Analysis. This issue to the growth of the internet, as now more people are expressing their opinions, thoughts and feelings. Firstly, the classification task was done to determine the class of an object based on its attributes (Turney, 2002; Pang and Lee, 2004) [1] and later it was analyzed for sentence level for classification (Hu and Liu, 2004) [2], (Kim and Hovy, 2004) [3].

The most common approaches for sentiment analysis problem include machine learning and natural language processing techniques. Naive Bayes and SVM were used to analyze the sentiment in movie reviews (Pang et al, 2002) [1]; they classified them as positive or negative and further compared it with others models.

All these categories deal with large text. On the other hand, Tweets are of shorter length text with maximum of 140 characters in it and they are difficult to analyze because of its unique language and different structure. Twitter has received much attention in the recent years for sentiment analysis, as it has become a big platform for people’s opinions with their feelings and emotions in tweets. Initially (Alec, Richa and Lei, 2009) [9] used twitter platform for the sentiment analysis with SVM, Maximum Entropy on automated training data with supervised learning. (Aproov, Boyi, Llia, Owen and Rebecca, 2011) [11] used lexicons and POS for classification. More recent studies investigated the role of emoticons on tweets (Yuki, Tadahiko and Akiyo,
In the recent years, with improved hardware functionality the complex sentiment analysis is done using neural networks. One of the first analysis using neural network was done using LSTM (Minlie, Yuije and Chao, 2016) [14]. CNN was also used for higher accuracy of analysis (Shiyang and Junbo, 2016) [15]. A Hybrid model LSTM-CNN was used for advanced analysis with multi-layer framework (Nan and Wang, 2018) [16]. Bi-LSTM was used to classify with TF-IDF (Xu and Meng, 2019) [17] which resulted in better F1 score than existing RNN, CNN and LSTM models but this was not done on twitter dataset. Although CNN-BiLSTM model was used for multi-channel lexicon sentiment analysis (Joosung and Kim, 2017) [18] but no research has been done in the Stanford Sentiment 140 dataset [19]. So we will be training and testing our proposed CNN-BiLSTM model on Stanford Sentiment 140 dataset with 1.6 million tweets.

3. Dataset

Stanford Sentiment140 Dataset [19] is used for our experiment. A diverse and large dataset was used to evaluate the results using CNN-BiLSTM Classifier. The following set of data was obtained from Real-time Twitter API, collected various beneficial tweets about various subjects including sports, work, music, stocks, social media platforms and many more. A total of 1.6 million tweets were extracted which included 800,000 positive and negative tweets. This dataset was prepared and classified using emoticons. The dataset was partially pre-processed with no emoticon’s symbols.

Table 1: Depicts the distribution of tweets according to their polarity in Sentiment140 Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TWEETS</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>800,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Methodology

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning as well as a set of algorithms in which multiple neural network layers are used to solve complex functions to represent abstract data. It also updates the internal model weights with back-propagation algorithm that is used to learn the complex dataset characteristics and then further pass it on to the next layer of the neural network. In this section we will briefly elaborate deep learning model building of CNN-BiLSTM Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks.

4.1 Word2Vec

Word Embedding is a method used in neural networks for the automatic processing of natural language, it is based on the representation of words in a dataset by embedding a set of words of size y into a vector space of dimension K such that K < y, this is done for semantic analysis of each word in the set and to improve learning accuracy and performance. A Word Vector (Tomas and Ilya, 2013) [20] is a network of artificial neurons of two layers that learns how to represent each word in the form of real-number vector with its semantic features, which allows it to group similar words into a single vector. It is widely used for analysis in short texts like tweets in twitter, text from social networks.

In [7]: wv_model.wv.most_similar("great")

Out[7]: [('fantastic', 0.7262570858001769), ('good', 0.7914542818069458), ('wonderful', 0.688467405339214), ('amazing', 0.655074834236084), ('fabulous', 0.624299497457491), ('excellent', 0.5791798233985901), ('nice', 0.5790595155246083), ('great', 0.5511847734451294)]
Word2Vector is based on the fact that some words have similarities to one another which helps us to perform natural language processing.

The Word2vec can learn through two models:
- Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) is based on word prediction from the context. It can be a single word or a set of words, thus this model is very strong as it does not need many resources. It is based on the calculation of negative logarithmic probability of word \( w_i \) with respect to a context \( \hat{P} \),

\[
- \log P (w_i | \hat{P})
\]

where, \( P (w_i | \hat{P}) = \frac{\exp (w_i^T \hat{P})}{\sum_{w \in W} \exp (w^T \hat{P})} \)

-Skip-Gram is similar to CBOW except that this model takes a single word as input and predicts all the other words as output.

4.2 CNN

Convolutional Neural Networks just like artificial Neural Networks, it enables learning of the model from abstract data and is made of large interconnected processing units like neurons that work together to find solution. The neurons contain learnable weights and biases of several convolution layers with nonlinear activation function that is applied at the end. A basic CNN work by feeding multidimensional data (images, word embedding, etc.) into a Convolutional layer that will be composed of multiple filters which are applied sequentially to different sections of the input to learn from it differently and combines their results, they use pooling layers, where the output is then pooled or subdivided to obtain smaller parts. Firstly, pooling of layers gives the required output of fixed size matrix for classification that allow the use of sentences and filters of varied size but gives a fixed dimensioned output every time to feed into next layer. Secondly, it keeps minimum fixed output dimension along with all the principal information by using the max operation. Important information is lost about where exactly it appeared.

4.3 Bi-LSTM

Unlike a CNN, RNN is suitable for temporal information, also called sequential data. However, it is difficult to train RNNs with learning long-term temporal dependencies as it causes time lag problems during training and disappearing gradient problems hence, Bi-LSTM. Using bidirectional network, the inputs will run in two directions, one from future to past and one from past to future and this is better than LSTM as it preserves information in memory from the future and uses the two hidden states together for retaining information from both past and future at any given time. Thus it has proven to give good results in natural language processing.
4.4 CNN-BiLSTM

The combination of CNN and Bi-LSTM models each have a specific architecture and its own Advantages:
- CNN is known for maximum feature extraction as much as possible from the input text using max pooling layer.
- Bi-LSTM preserves information in memory from the future and uses the two hidden states together to retain information from both past and future and it also has the ability to ignore unnecessary textual information using the forget gate.

The purpose of combining these two models is to generate a hybrid model that uses the strengths of CNN and Bi-LSTM, so that it captures the maximum features extracted using CNN, and uses them as a Bi-LSTM input. Here the CNN input layer takes vectors as input from word embedding by Word2Vec. After each filter, a layer of max pooling is applied to reduce and update the size of the data. Then, the results of all max pooling layers are concatenated to feed as Bi-LSTM input, this applies a layer to filter the information, using three gates. The output of this step is the input of the Bi-LSTM layer, which connects input information with output information. Finally, we apply the activation function to assign binary labels to tweets that is sigmoid function to produce the desired output and classify tweets according to polarity.

Thus, we propose the model that is composed of three parts:
- Pre-processing: Here, data cleansing and pre-processing is done. Then Word2Vec embedding is used to prepare data for CNN. The resulting vector is given as an input to the next stage.
- CNN: Here, convolution and max pooling layers are applied for maximum feature extraction. The output of this stage is given as the input of the next stage.
- Bi-LSTM: Here, Bi-LSTM layers are applied for sentiment classification. The output of this stage is the classification of the tweets as positive, negative.

Thus, the model is demonstrated in Figure 5.

5. Implementation

Python is used to implement the algorithm on the tweets for classification with TensorFlow as backend. The first part is learning phase and followed by predicting phase. Before that we will splitting our dataset into train and test in 80: 20 ratio respectively. In learning phase, the train dataset is been trained and classifies it. The performance of this phase is recorded. Dataset of appropriate size is used to prevent overfitting and underfitting. The model learns to classify these input tweets based on its training and in testing phase the model is tested on test set.

Figure 6: Training on dataset

The performance of the model is illustrated in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The model learns with experience. We can see the performance increases with each epoch. The performance enhances with each epoch illustrating that model the learns with experience. We can here see classification report with f1-score in figure 7.

Figure 7: Classification Report

In prediction phase, the trained model is applied on the test dataset and classification reports shows the results and accuracy of the model. Here the accuracy of CNN-BiLSTM model is displayed and by how much precision and accuracy the model can classify the tweets can be seen. The proportions of correct and incorrect classifications are shown by confusion matrix. The classification results are represented using confusion matrix and which can be easily understood.
In figure 8. We can see the incorrectly and correctly classified tweets. The proportion in the principle diagonal are the correctly classified tweets. The accuracy of the model is 78.86% by using CNN-BiLSTM model. The performance of model on this dataset is better than other machine learning techniques. Therefore, CNN-BiLSTM is very good for classifying the tweets and that too in shorter period of training time.

6. Conclusion

Our proposed model for sentiment classification approach based on CNN-BiLSTM for short texts Word2Vec model as a word embedding model. The model is very sensitive to overfitting, so the model was trained till 15th epoch only. In order to test our model against data and measure it, we needed to capture information on how many correct predictions for positive and negative occurred as well as incorrect predictions by using:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{True Positive} + \text{True Negative}}{\text{Total Predictions}}
\]

Figure 9: Basic Formula for calculation of model Accuracy

Using the formula in Figure 9, we have made basic accuracy calculations and plots. Model testing against our sentiment140 dataset yielded validation accuracies up to 78.83% after training for 80K iterations each and testing accuracy of 78.86%. Further, the recall value 78% for negative and 80% for positive tweets indicates the correct predictions for one sentiment divided by the incorrect and correct predictions for the sentiment that helps us understand how good the model is for one sentiment; a higher recall shows the overall sentiment category is more complete or accurate. Precision value 79% for the tweets is calculated by true positives divided by false positives and true positives that implies the results for that sentiment are quite reliable.

Figure 10: Accuracy comparison with different models

Deep learning methods such as CNN-BiLSTM show better performance of sentiment classification with more amounts of training data. As shown in figure 10, Our model’s accuracy is better as compared to other models that have been trained on the same dataset Sentiment 140.
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